Know the Rules
A legal guide to Recreational vessels and wildlife
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Recreational vessels must not intentionally approach
any cetaceans closer than 300m. If you find yourself
accidentally closer to animals move away slowly.
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You are not allowed to approach any whale species closer than 300m. If you accidentally
find yourself closer, move away from the animal at a slow ‘no-wake’ speed.
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Humpback whales are dark grey to blue-black on their upper side and
white or mottled white underneath. Their tail fluke is broad, serrated on
the trailing edge, and usually has some white on the underside.
Their flippers are large, measuring close to 1/3rd of the total length of the
whale (up to 5m for a 15m whale). They have a large puffy blow and
often raise their tail flukes out of the water as they dive.
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Humpback whales enter our waters whilst on their migration route
(May-December). They will have young calves with them as they
migrate back from the breeding area, therefore, extra care must be
taken later in the season. They are known to sometimes display aerial
and social behaviours such as breaching and tail slapping. Keep your
distance and remain aware of their unique behaviours to ensure safety.
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36 000 kg
11.5 - 15 m

If you come across an entangled or
injured animal inform your local
port authority and/or nsri of its
location. If possible,

Bryde’s whales are smoky grey in colour on their upper side fading to
white underneath. They have three distinct ridges on their head and a
prominent hooked dorsal fin situated 2/3rds down the body. Their flippers
are relatively short and they have a single narrow blow shape. They are a
resident species along the coast of SA year round.
Bryde’s whales are shy and more elusive than some other species. They
can often swim in an unpredictable manner therefore you must remain
vigilant so as not to accidentally approach or collide with them. If you find
yourself close to one, slow down and maintain your course, do not change
direction suddenly.

2o 000 kg
13 - 15 m
Southern right whales have a robust body that is very dark, near black in
colour with subtle blue, grey or brown mottling of the skin. They have a
large head, roughly 1/3 of their body size, with callosities (wart-like bumps)
seen on the top and bottom. They have no dorsal fin, large and broad
paddle-shaped flippers, and their blow creates a v-shape.

SOUTHERN RIGHT WHALE

Southern right whales are a migratory species that use the South African
coastal waters to breed and calf (June-October). They are often found
logging (lying still at the surface) close inshore and may have a young calf
with them. Be cautious of this so as not to disturb or collide with them.

Whales can hold their breath underwater for considerable lengths of time (around 20-30
minutes for the species above). Look out for their blows above the surface as they come up
to breathe so that you are aware of their location.

See a blow, go slow!

80 000 kg
13 - 16 m

Dolphin SPECIES

You are not allowed to approach any Dolphin species closer than 300m. If you accidentally
find yourself closer, move away from the animals at a slow ‘no-wake’ speed.

Featured below are some of South Africa’s most commonly encountered dolphin
species. Heaviside's and Dusky dolphins are also regularly seen in the Cape Town region.

Common dolphins are dark grey on their upper side with a
yellow/cream and grey middle in an hourglass pattern and a white
underbelly. They have a tall and slightly curved dorsal fin with pointed
tip. They can be found in very large pods of a few thousand individuals.
Their vocal high-pitched squealing can sometimes be heard above the
surface.
Common dolphins are known to be highly energetic. Look out for large
patches of disturbance in the water which may indicate a pod’s location.
If you accidentally get too close or between a pod, move away at a slow
no wake speed, allowing the animals to continue on their course.
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COMMON DOLPHIN
100-140 kg
1.5 - 2.7 m

If you come across an entangled or
injured animal inform your local
port authority and/or nsri of its
location.
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Bottlenose dolphins are grey in colour on their upper side fading to a lighter
shade underneath. They have a curved dorsal fin with a slightly hooked tip,
long and slender flippers, and a thick tail stock. They are usually found in
groups of 20-200 individuals.

150-200 kg
2.6 m

Bottlenose dolphins can be very inquisitive and active, frequently seen
surfing waves and breaching. If they approach your boat, drive slowly and
keep your course. Do not make abrupt changes in speed or direction.

Humpback dolphins are a lead grey colour with undersides usually lighter
in colour. They have a pronounced hump under their dorsal fin and broad
flippers with round tips. Their pod size is usually fairly small (2-12 individuals),
and they are classified as an ENDANGERED SPECIES.
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Humpback dolphins are a shy species and often evade boats. They only
occur very close to the shore in water less than 25m deep. As they cannot
always easily be spotted, be sure to travel slowly in inshore areas and be
vigilant so as not to disturb or collide with them.

Dolphins are often found in large pods of animals. Be careful not to separate animals from the
pod or drive through them, remain on the outside of the pod. They may not always be easy to
spot so always be observant. Circling and diving seabirds can often be an indicator of where a
group of dolphins may be feeding.

150-200 kg
2-2.8 m
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Other Species
SPECIES

Although not all marine wildlife has specific regulations, do not harass any species and
be respectful to all marine life.

Featured below are some other common marine wildlife species you can find in south africa.
.

90 kg for females
The Cape fur seals are the largest of all fur seals. Like all fur seals they
have external ears. The fur of an adult is dark grey to brown in colour.
The fur of a pup is pitch black. They have long hind flippers that they can
rotate under the body to allow a walking motion on land, rather than
belly dragging, as seen in true seals such as the elephant seal.

300 kg for males
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Seals are often playful and quick moving. Go slowly and be aware of
their movements so as not to collide with them. Be cautious not to
disturb breeding colonies.
You MAY NOT GET CLOSER than 15M TO A COLONY.

Great white sharks are slate grey on their upper side and white on their
belly. They are the largest predatory fish species. They have a bluntly
pointed snout and black tips on the underside of their pectoral fins.
They are one of a few shark species known to lift its head above the
surface to gaze at other objects such as prey. Sharks are agile in the
water and can detect electromagnetic fields emitted by the movement
of living animals.
You must NOT APPROACH white sharks closer than 80m. Great white
sharks are classified as ‘vulnerable’ and are a protected species.
Do not harass, chase or encircle any shark species.

4-6m

G r e at w h i t e s h a r k
If you come across an entangled or
injured animal inform your local
port authority and/or nsri of its
location.

South Africa has a wide variety of seabird species that use its waters to
feed and rest; seasonally occupying coastal areas to breed. Birds such as
Cape cormorants breed on coastal cliff faces. You MUST NOT approach a
colony by boat closer than 15M or disturb any nests or eggs.
Be aware of birds on the water so as not to drive through, disturb or
collide with them- especially if they are feeding and may not see your
approach. This is particularly important for Cape Gannets and Cape
Cormorants that are both endangered.
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Entanglements
An entangled cetacean is the only exception to the legal
distance rules. If you spot an entangled whale or dolphin
please do the following:

1. Call your nearest NSRI station.
2. Be respectful of the animal and be careful not to
cause further distress.

3. Provide the animal’s location and direction of
travel.

4 . If possible stay within sight of the animal until
assistance arrives.

5 . Do not under any circumstance attempt to free an
animal yourself.

6. Take photos of the animal.
7. Report to the Seafari App (available to download
free on apple store and google play).
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Planning a trip to sea? Did you know
there are rules and regulations
surrounding marine wildlife in South
Africa? This booklet guides you
through the TOPS legislation for
threatened and protected species
(biodiversity act 10 of 2004) .
Make sure you read this booklet in
order to be fully informed and able
to conduct a legal and ethical trip.
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